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CURRICULUM VITAE

EDUCATION

2014 **PhD in Political Science**, European University Institute, Florence
*Networks, Committees or Agencies? Coordination and Expertise in the Implementation of EU Regulatory Policies.*
Committee: Adrienne Héritier (EUI, Supervisor), Laszlo Bruszt (EUI), Renaud Dehousse (Sciences-Po Paris), Mark Thatcher (LSE)

2007 **Master in European Public and Political Management**
Institut supérieur du management public et politique (ISMaPP), Brussels

2006 **M.A. in Contemporary European Studies**
University of Bath | Universidad Carlos III Madrid | Sciences-Po Paris

2004 **Bachelor in French and German Law**
University of Cologne, University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne

EMPLOYMENT

06/2017 - **Marie Curie Postdoctoral Fellow**
IBEI, Barcelona

2014 - 17 **Postdoctoral Researcher**
German Research Institute for Public Administration Speyer
Visiting Stay, IBEI, Barcelona (5 months, 2016)

2010-14 **PhD Researcher**, European University Institute, Florence
Visiting Stay, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona (3 months, 2012)

2008-10 **Researcher**, Catholic University of Louvain
Visiting Stay, Utrecht School of Governance (1 month, 2010)

2007 **Policy Analyst**, Electricité de France (EDF), European Affairs Directorate

2006-07 **Policy Analyst**, Confrontations Europe Think Tank, Brussels

PUBLICATIONS

Books / Edited Volumes

2018 **Emmanuelle Mathieu**, Miriam Hartlapp, Christian Adam (Guest editors)
"From High Judges to Policy Actors: How Stakeholders Condition the CJEU’s Influence", *Journal of European Integration*, selected for publication in February 2018.
2016 Emmanuelle Mathieu, Regulatory Delegation in the EU: Networks, Committees and Agencies (Palgrave).

Journal Articles


2016 Emmanuelle Mathieu, Koen Verhoest, Joery Matthys, “Measuring Multi-Level Regulatory Governance: Organizational Proliferation, Coordination and Concentration”, Regulation & Governance. DOI: 10.1057/rego.12127.


2009 Emmanuelle Mathieu, "Fédérations multinationales et coordination multi-niveaux: Comparaison des mécanismes de participation régionale à la politique européenne en Allemagne et en Espagne", Fédéralisme et régionalisme, 8(2).

Book Chapters


2014 Emmanuelle Mathieu, David Aubin, “Regulation of Telecommunications in Belgium: Organizational Complexity and Regulatory Effectiveness”, in David Aubin and Koen Verhoest (Eds) Multilevel Regulation in the Telecommunications Sector (Palgrave).

2014 Koen Verhoest, David Aubin, Joery Matthys, Emmanuelle Mathieu, "Autonomy and Decision-Making Power of Independent Regulatory Agencies in Multi-Level Arrangements”, in David Aubin and Koen Verhoest
Emmanuelle Mathieu

(Eds) *Multilevel Regulation in the Telecommunications Sector* (Palgrave).

**Book Reviews**


**Manuscripts under submission**

Camilo Gonzalez, Nurul Amin, Koen Verhoest, **Emmanuelle Mathieu**, "Measuring and Explaining Multi-level and Multi-Actor Regulatory Arrangements in Liberalized Telecommunications Markets in Europe, Latin America, and South Asia"

**Manuscripts in preparation**

**Emmanuelle Mathieu**, Michael Bauer, “National Resistance to EU Policies: When Member States Litigate Against the Commission”

**Emmanuelle Mathieu**, ”Two Agencification Paths: EU Agencies between Coordination and Expertise”

**Emmanuelle Mathieu**, “Punctuated Integration: Varying Rhythms of Regulatory Delegation in the EU”

Jan Rommel, Koen Verhoest, Joery Matthys, **Emmanuelle Mathieu**, ”Do European Regulatory Networks Foster Cooperation or Competition Between Regulatory Authorities Within Federal States”

**GRANTS AND FUNDING**

- 2017 Catalan Government – Beatriu de Pinós Postdoctoral Fellowship (92,000€)
- 2017 European Commission – Marie Curie Postdoctoral Fellowship (~ 170,000€)
- 2015 Thyssen Foundation – International Conference Support (13,000€)
- 2010-14 EUI – PhD Scholarship (~ 80,000€)
- 2010 COST – International Scientific Stay Fellowship (1,300€)
- 2009 FNRS – Summer School Scholarship (~ 1,000€)
- 2008 IMT Lucca – PhD Scholarship (~ 40,000€, declined)
- 2000-02 UFA-DFH – Study Scholarship (~3,600€)

**PRESENTATIONS**

**Invited Talks**

- 2017 Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona (15.03.17)
- 2016 Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona (04.05.16)
- 2014 University of Antwerp (06.02.14)
- 2012 Université catholique de Louvain (05.30.12)
- 2010 Utrecht University (17.02.10)
International Conferences and Workshops

2017  CES International Conference of Europeanists, Glasgow
2017  EUSA Biennial Conference, Miami
2017  Rhein-Neckar Research and Networking Conference in Political Science
2016  TARN Workshop on the Agencification of EU Governance, EUI, Florence.
2016  Workshop on Trust, Social Capital and Networks in International Courts, iCourts, Copenhagen
2016  FÖV Speyer – WZB Workshop on Implementation and Judicial Politics, Berlin
2016  Barcelona Workshop on Global Governance, IBEI & ESADEgeo, Barcelona
2015  CES International Conference of Europeanists, Sciences-Po Paris
2015  UACES Annual Conference, University of Deusto, Bilbao
2014  EGPA Conference, German University for Administrative Science, Speyer
2014  ECPR Conference, Standing Group on Regulatory Governance, IBEI, Barcelona
2012  ECPR Conference, Standing Group on the EU, University of Tampere
2012  Centre for European Union Research (CEUR) Workshop, CEU Budapest
2011  EGPA Annual Conference, University of Bucharest
2009  LERFI Annual Colloquium, University of Ottawa
2009  Annual Conference on Competition and Regulation in Network Industries, CEPS, Brussels
2008  Congress of the Belgian Political Science Association, University of Louvain
2008  Annual French-German Meeting of Young Researchers in Compared Public Law, University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne

TEACHING

2017  Seminar ‘Post-crisis EU Economic Governance’
      Graduate, German University of Administrative Science Speyer
2016  Seminar ‘Comparative Politics and Democratization’
      Graduate, IBEI, Barcelona
2013  French Discussion Seminar on European Politics
      Graduate, European College of Parma

TRAINING

2011  Workshop ‘Teaching Social Sciences’ (EUI)
2011  Workshop ‘Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and Fuzzy Sets’ (EUI)
2011  Workshop ‘Advanced Quantitative Techniques with STATA’ (EUI)
2010  Workshop ‘Elementary Data Analysis with STATA’ (EUI)
2009  ECPR Summer School ‘Mixed Methods Research’ (University of Ljubljana)
SERVICES

Referee
- Journal of European Public Policy (x2)
- Public Administration
- Competition and Regulation in Network Industries

Events organization
- Speed Reading Techniques Workshop, European University Institute (2014)

Evaluation Committee
- IBEI 2017 Prize for the best master theses in international relations, international security and international public policy

LANGUES

French (Native)
English (Excellent)
Spanish (Excellent)
German (Very good)
Italian (Good)
Catalan (Intermediate)
Dutch (Basic)